
CompSci 6 Test 2 Fall 2011

PROBLEM 1 : (What is the output? (14 points))

What is the output of the following code segment? Write the output below. Note that there
is only output for the print statements. When printing a set, the elements in the set can be
printed in any order.

spices = [’sage’, ’cumin’, ’basil’, ’sage’, ’cloves’, ’sage’, ’salt’, ’cumin’]

a = set(spices)

b = list(a)

b.sort(reverse=True)

print b

b.pop()

b.pop()

print b

lista = [’sage’, ’salt’, ’cumin’]

listb = [’basil’, ’salt’, ’cloves’, ’basil’]

seta = set(lista)

setb = set(listb)

print seta | setb

print seta & setb

print setb - seta

dict = {’flower’:[’red’, ’blue’], ’tree’:[’brown’], ’frog’:[’red’, ’green’, ’brown’]}

print dict.keys()

colors = set([])

for w in dict:

item = dict.get(w)

colors.add(item[0])

print colors

OUTPUT:

PROBLEM 2 : (Retake: What is the output? (8 points))

What is the output of the following code segment? Write the output below. Note that there
is only output for the print statements.
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phrase = "better letters"

phrase = re.sub("t+", ’s’, phrase)

print phrase

phrase = "Who cares about the most wins?"

phrase = re.sub(r"c[\w]*.[\w]*t",’is’, phrase)

print phrase

phrase = "Coach K has the most wins"

p = re.compile(r"^[A-Z][a-z]*")

items = p.findall(phrase)

print items

phrase = "45ab 3c 543fg 83jkp 39abc a732b 93k "

p = re.compile(r"[0-9]3[a-z]*")

items = p.findall(phrase)

print items

OUTPUT:

PROBLEM 3 : (Recursion: see recursion (6 points))

What is the output of the following code segment?

def mystery(number):

if number > 10:

return 1 + 2 * mystery(number/2)

elif number > 3:

return 3 + mystery(number-2)

else:

return 4

print mystery(1)

print mystery(6)

print mystery(26)

OUTPUT:
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PROBLEM 4 : (Top-level Domain (12 points))

A. (6 pts) The domain name of a URL is the first part of the URL up to but not including
the ”/”. The top-level domain part of the domain name is the last part of it. For example
in the first URL below, the domain name is ”calendar.duke.edu” and the top-level domain
is ”edu”.

Write the function topLevelDomain that has one string parameter url representing a URL.
This function returns a string that is the top-level domain.

call returns
topLevelDomain(”calendar.duke.edu/events”) ’edu’
topLevelDomain(”amazon.com”) ’com’
topLevelDomain(”www.cs.duke.edu/courses/cps006/fall11”) ’edu’
topLevelDomain(”www.amazon.de/gp/bestsellers/books/ref=svb2”) ’de’

def topLevelDomain(url):

’’’

url is a string representing a url. Parts of the url may be

separated by 0 or more ’/’s, the first part will have at

least one ’.’ in it.

returns the last word before the first ’/’ or the last word

if there is no ’/’

’’’

B. (6 pts) Write the function domainsVisited that has one parameter file, which is a file
that is open and ready to read. The file contains urls that someone has visited, one url per
line. Return a list of the unique top-level domain names from the file, in alphabetical order.

For example, if the file named rodgerUrls contained the urls below and was open and ready
to read, then the call domainsVisited(rodgerUrls) would return the list [’com’, ’de’,

’edu’, ’org’].

calendar.duke.edu/events

amazon.com/books

amazon.com

www.cs.duke.edu/courses/cps006/fall11

www.jflap.org/tutorial/

www.csc.ncsu.edu/about_us.php

maps.google.com

www.amazon.de/gp/bestsellers/books/ref=sv_b_2
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Complete the function below. In writing this function you must call the function
topLevelDomain that you wrote in part A.

def domainsVisited(file):

# given ’file’ containing urls, in which file is open and ready to read,

# return a sorted list of the unique top-level domain names.

PROBLEM 5 : (A picture is worth a thousand words (16 points))

A. (7 pts) Consider the following data file in which each line in the file has the name of a
museum (one word), the name of a painter (one word) and then the name of a painting at
that museum (one or more words). An example of the data file might be:

MET Rubens A forest at dawn with a deer hunt

MET Rubens Venus and Adonis

MET Kensett A foggy sky

MET Bargue A footman sleeping

Louvre Rembrandt Albert Cuyper

MET Picasso Reading at a table

MET Picasso Head of a woman

Louvre daVinci The Mona Lisa

Louvre Rembrandt Supper at Emmaus

Louvre Cezanne Bathers

MET Rembrandt Old woman cutting her nails

NCMA Rembrandt Young man with a sword

Write the function fileToList that has one parameter file which represents a file that is
already open and ready for reading. This function returns a list of lists of strings in which
each inner list is three strings. The first string is the name of the museum, the second string
is the name of a painter and the third string is the name of a painting by that painter that
is at that museum.

For example, fileToList(paintings) where paintings is the file above that is open and
ready to read would return the list (not all parts shown):

[[’MET’, ’Rubens’, ’A forest at dawn with a deer hunt’],

[’MET’, ’Rubens’, ’Venus and Adonis’],

[’MET’, ’Kensett’, "A foggy sky’],

... rest not shown ..

]

Complete the function fileToList on the next page.
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def fileToList(file):

# Assume file is open for reading. Read in data from file

# and return in this format: list of lists,

# each list has three strings representing museum, artist, painting

B. (9 pts) Write the function artistInMostMuseums that has one parameter data, where
data is a list of lists of strings in the format from part A. Each inner list is a list of three
strings: the museum, the artist and the name of the painting of the artist that is at that
museum. This function returns the name of the artist that has paintings in the most number
of distinct museums. Note that it does not matter how many paintings an artist has in a
museum, just how many different museums the artist has a painting in.

For example, assume the file at the beginning of this problem has been turned into a list
of lists called paintlist. Then the call artistInMostMuseums(paintlist) would return
”Rembrandt” as it is the only artist that has paintings in 3 museums. The other artists have
paintings in 1 or 2 museums. If there is a tie, then return any of the artists that reach the
maximum number of museums with paintings.

def artistInMostMuseums(data):

# return the name of the artist that has paintings in the most number

# of museums. In case of a tie return one such artist.

PROBLEM 6 : (Popular fish (14 points))

Write the function popularFish that has one parameter data that is a list of strings, and
a second integer parameter num. Each string in the list data is in the following format:
the name of a fish tank, followed by ”:”, followed by the name of one or more types of fish
separated by ”:”s. This function returns a list of fish in alphabetical order that have more
than ”num” fish over all the fish tanks.

For example consider the following list.

fishdata = ["tank1:angel:angel:german ram:german ram",

"tank2:catfish:catfish:algaeeater:angel:killifish:killifish:discus",

"tank3:killifish:killifish:killifish:catfish:catfish:angel:angel:angel",

"show tank:killifish:killifish:killifish:killifish:killifish:algaeeater"]

The call popularFish(fishdata,4) returns [’angel’, ’killifish’], since both of them have
more than 4 fish total over all the fish tanks. Note the fish are sorted in alphabetical order.

def popularFish(data, num):
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